2018 - 2019
SERVICE PROJECTS

Dear Volunteer,
Thank you so much for your continued commitment to providing our patients with so many wonderful
things to help them through the medical mission process! As our organization and the number of children
we reach each year continues to grow, our Service Projects have also grown. In 2019, we are focusing on
updating each of our Service Project materials to ensure that we are keeping up with our needs in the field
and sending the best possible items. Below, I’ve answered some questions about the changes to our
Service Projects and addressed some of our most pressing needs. If you have any questions about these
changes, please reach out to your Student Programs representative, give our Student Programs
Coordinator, Kate Malla a call at 757-985-4285, or email Kate at kate.malla@operationsmile.org.
Sincerely,
Student Programs Team

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
We’ve collected Mirrors/Conditioner/Body Wash/Lotion, what should we do with them?
We currently have inventory of over 1,000 mirrors, so we won’t need any more for quite a while. To keep
Smile Bags light enough that they don’t increase the overall shipping price, we have determined that
Conditioner, Body Wash and Lotion are not needed in the same way that other Smile Bag items are. Please
sort these 4 items out of your donations before you send them.

Why are you requesting single-layer fleece knotted blankets?
Most of the places we work are not terribly cold, and a single-layer fleece blanket is enough for our
patients. Plus, by only creating single layer blankets the same amount of materials you normally would
have used will now go twice as far! Single-layer knotted blankets are made exactly the same way as doublelayer knotted blankets, and instructions are included in this packet.

Seam binding is very expensive, could we make hospital gowns without them?
We understand that seam binding can sometimes be much more expensive than the other materials
needed to create our children’s hospital gowns. If you prefer, you may finish the edges of the hospital gown
with a nice seam, and create the ties using leftover fabric from the gowns, or a thick ribbon that is similar
in size to seam binding.

Where do the items that we make go, and can we see photos of our specific items?
Currently, items are being shipped along with the mission cargo to 30 countries. We pack as we receive
items at our headquarters, and are unable to track your specific donations to a mission site. However, we
try to capture photos of our patients utilizing your donated items as often as possible, and will gladly share
those upon request.
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CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL GOWNS
Priority Level: HIGH
Many years ago one of our volunteers noticed that children come to the
hospital in their best clothing hoping to be selected for surgery. Many wore
these same clothes into the operating room because the hospitals did not
have child-sized gowns for them to wear. Since then, we have developed
this hospital gown project to help us provide children’s sized gowns for our
smallest patients.
A gown pattern is available from Operation Smile. We have found this to be
the most needed size for our host hospitals.
To request a copy of this pattern, or if you have any other questions,
please contact our office at 1-877-240-7196, or email at
communityrelations@operationsmile.org.

Materials




Gown pattern (sleeve and body)
1 yard lightweight fabric, plain or printed
5 feet of double fold seam binding: Cut 2 12" long pieces for ties.

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cut 1 of piece A (gown body) on the fold and 2 of piece B (sleeve) on the grain of the fabric.
Trace seam marking to fabric.
With right sides together, sew each sleeve piece matching the symbol. Press seam open.
Turn under ¼" at the hemline of the sleeve and press. Turn under ¼" again and sew hem. Press.
With right sided together, match seam markings of sleeve and gown. Allowing a ½" seam
allowance, sew seams together.
6. Clip curve and press seam open.
7. Press under ½" and then ½" again along the gown opening. Sew edge.
8. As with the sleeve hemline, turn under the gown hemline twice and sew edge. Press.
9. Fold under ½" of a 1 foot piece of seam binding. Sew end along open edge to form a tie. Attach to
open gown edge by sewing an X pattern about 7" below neckline. Repeat for second tie.
10. Fold remaining seam binding in half to find center. Beginning with the center fold of the gown,
encase the raw edge of the neckline, pinning every 2" to 3". Starting at one end of the tie, fold
under ½", sew the end and along the open edge of the seam binding. Continue to the other end of
the seam binding, folding in ½" before finishing the end.
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CHILD LIFE SUPPLIES
Priority Level: HIGH
Our Child Life Specialists are licensed professionals that provide psychosocial care and guide the patient and
family through the surgical experience. They utilize their knowledge of child development to ease patient fears
and anxieties by explaining and demonstrating every aspect of care. They facilitate therapeutic play and
activities, working with parents, and act as the child’s and family’s advocate in the potentially confusing world
of the hospital.
If you would like to assist our team and provide fun and engaging toys to help calm our patients before
surgery, please only choose items from the list below.

INFANT/TODDLER (AREA OF HIGH NEED)






Rattles (handheld)
Stacking cups/toys
Baby/toddler textured blocks
Soft foam balls/textured rubber balls
Sassy brand infant toys

PRESCHOOL






Toy Medical Kits (Fisher Price or similar)
Fisher Price “Little People” (or similar brand)
plastic/rubber people, animals and cars
Baby dolls (variety of skin tones)
Pull-along style toys
See-n-Say Toys

SCHOOL AGE





Matchbox style cars and trucks
Wall mount/inflatable basketball hoop
Barbie dolls (variety of skin tones)
Jewelry making bead/string kits

ARTS, CRAFTS & GENERAL USE


















Liquid Bubbles (2 – 4 oz. size)
Coloring & Activity Books
Kids ring toss game
Kids bowling pins and ball
Building blocks set (medium size)
Glitter Tube Wand
Sidewalk chalk
Blow-up balls
Crayons (any size)
Markers (any size)
Construction paper
Rolls of art/easel paper
Stickers
Masking tape or scotch tape
Foam or Carpet play mats
Large sheets for floor play
Sanitizing wipes to clean play space

SPECIAL NOTE: We cannot accept donations of toys with weapons or violent themes such as guns, knives,
swords, or other projectiles (including Styrofoam), or any toys with religious symbols.
We cannot ship toys with lithium batteries due to international shipping regulations.
For more information on Child Life Therapy Supplies, or if you have any questions about this list, please
contact us at 1-877-240-7196, communityrelations@operationsmile.org.
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QUILTS, BLANKETS AND AFGHANS
Priority Level: HIGH
Clubwomen can help craft blankets, sew quilts or knit/crochet afghans. This project is a wonderful way to
provide warmth and comfort for our patients worldwide.
All quilts, blankets and afghans need to be appropriately sized for a child: 45" x 45" or 54" x 54". Quilts
should be made from lightweight cotton and must include light batting. Blankets can be made from
lightweight fleece. Light to medium weight cotton or acrylic yarn is preferred for afghans.

No-Sew Light Weight Fleece Blanket
Please note: we have determined that these light-weight blankets are best for our patients, and we will no
longer send double fleece blankets. Thank you!
Materials




1-1/2 yards of bright colored or printed micro-fleece
Tape measure
Sharp shears or scissors
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Instructions for No-Sew Light Weight Fleece Blankets
1. Cut your fabric so that it measures 54" square. Remove the selvages (machined edge) and even up all
uneven sides.
2. Cut a 4” square from each corner.
3. (Optional) Use masking or painters tape to make a line across the length of the blanket from the square
you just cut, and use this as a guide for cutting your fringe!
4. Starting from one of the edges you just cut,
begin cutting 1” fringe to the tape (or 4” deep if
you don’t use the tape) all the way around the
fabric.

5. Take each fringe piece and gently tie a knot at the end of the cut (closest to the masking tape). Do not tie
two pieces together, just knot each single piece of fringe. Be careful not to stretch the fleece if possible! This
creates a finished edge so the blanket won’t fray. Once all fringe pieces are tied, remove the tape and your
blanket is ready to go!

Instructions for Serged-Edge Fleece Blankets
1. Cut your fabric so that it measures 54" square. Remove the selvages (machined edge) and even up
all uneven sides.
2. Use a small plate or saucer to round the corners of your fleece. Line the plate up to the edges and
cut around the edge of the plate. Repeat for all corners. This gives your blanket rounded corners.
3. Set your serger machine up for fleece (check your machine’s manual for the proper settings). We’ve
found that ball-point needles work best for fleece. You can use one color of thread for the whole
blanket, or use multiple colors for a fun look!
4. Once your machine is set-up and you’ve tested on some scrap material, choose a starting point on
the straight side of your blanket, and serge all the way around.
5. Serge over the beginning stiches, leaving a bit of a tail.
6. Use a fray blocking glue, or hand stich/weave the tail to ensure the edges don’t unravel.

Knitted Child-Sized Afghan and Crocheted Child-Size Afghan
Afghans need to be appropriately sized for a child: 45" x 45" or 54" x 54" using light to medium weight
cotton or acrylic yarn. You are welcome to use your favorite knit or crochet pattern that fits within the size
requirements for these blankets.
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Machine Quilted Blanket
Materials










1 1/4 yards printed decorative quilt fabric
1 yard solid color quilt fabric
Quilt batting
1 1/4 yards woven flannel
Large safety pins or needle and thick thread
1" masking tape
1 yard solid cotton fabric
Sewing pins
Sewing machine

Machine Quilted Blanket Instructions
1. Cut a square from the decorative fabric, a little bigger than you intend for the finished quilt. You can
use the width of the fabric and make a 44" x 44" square. Cut squares of flannel and batting – make
sure they are just a few inches bigger than the decorative fabric.
2. Place the square of decorative fabric (the “quilt top”) and center over the layer of light-weight quilt
batting. Take the fabric and batting and put them on top of the piece of woven flannel.
3. Use the large safety pins to baste or hold the layers in place. Or you can baste the quilt by sewing
long loose running stitches by hand.
4. Place a piece of masking tape diagonally (corner to corner) across the top of the quilt. Line up the
tape with the edge of the sewing machine presser foot, and use the tape as a guide to stitch across
the quilt. Use a larger machine stitch to look more like hand-quilting. Tip: To keep stitching secure,
start sewing just off the top fabric (in the batting), and end just off the top fabric on the other end.
5. Remove the tape, then line it up against line just stitched, and stitch another line in the same way;
repeat, moving from the center out to the corners in both directions.
6. When you have finished machine-quilting the entire blanket, trim off extra batting and flannel
around edges of top fabric.
7. Cut 3 and ¾" strips of the solid fabric for the binding. Sew together end-to-end to make one long
strip that is at least 5 yards long. Press the strip in half lengthwise.
8. Pin raw edges of strip to the raw edges of the quilt, all the way around on the back of the quilt
(flannel side). Stitch the binding using a ½" seam allowance, mitering the corners.
9. Flip the binding over the raw edge of the quilt, and sew the folded edge to the front of the quilt with
a decorative stitch.
Adapted from “Simple Baby Quilt” instructions on marthastewart.com.
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SMILE BAGS
Priority Level: HIGH
After receiving surgery, each child receives a Smile Bag, the perfect gift to cheer up a healing child. Smile
Bags are filled with small personal care items as well as toys, stickers and a mirror to see their new smile.
We need clubwomen to collect personal care items and sew cloth Smile Bags.

Operation Smile is in need of the following items to include in a patient’s Smile Bag. Please
send only the items included in this list:










Small shampoo (.85 to 1.4 oz hotel/travel size, screw-on top preferred)
Small comb (no rat tailed combs, please)
Wash cloth, new & unused
Bar of soap (small hotel/travel size)
Travel-sized toothpaste (must be at least 6 months from expiration date)
Individually packaged Child-sized toothbrush
Small stuffed animal
8 or 10 pack box of crayons
Thin 8.5" x 11" coloring book

Update: We have enough mirrors to last through 2019! Please do not send additional mirrors at this time.
Please Note: We do not send Conditioner, Body Wash, or Lotion on any of our medical missions.
Beginning September 1, 2017, we will no longer be accepting these items in supply donations. Please help
us to keep our process flowing smoothly by sorting these items out of your boxes before shipping to
Operation Smile. Thank you!
Additionally, we will not accept large personal hygiene items considering the volume of items we will need
to ship to a medical mission site. We cannot accept any type of food product, like candy or chewing gum;
shipping regulations prohibit sending food items across international borders.

How to Make Smile Bags
Smile Bags are 14"H by 12"W, made of sturdy cotton fabric and are closed by a drawstring at the top. The
bag is sized to hold a thin, 8.5" x 11" coloring book.
Materials
 Sewing machine
 Iron and ironing board
 Shears or scissors
 Sewing pins
 Brightly colored, sturdy cotton fabric
 Cotton cording or sturdy ribbon for the drawstring
 Thread
 Tacky Glue® or Stop Fray®
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Smile Bag Instructions
1. Cut your fabric to the desired size. Since your finished
Smile Bag will be 14"H x 12"W, you want fabric that is
at least 28" + 3" x 12" + 1" (31"x13".)
2. Lay your fabric finished side down on the ironing
board. Fold one of the shorter edges of your fabric up
¼" and press. Then fold again 1" and press again. This
fold will create your casing for the drawstring. Repeat
on the other short edge.
3. Sew close to the top of the fold to secure the casing
for the drawstring. Be sure to overstitch at the
beginning and end by reversing your stitches in order
to secure them. This is especially important as the
seam will be stressed by pulling the drawstring
through it.
4. Turn your bag inside out and press seams flat.
5. Fold your bag in half, finished sides together. Pin up
the sides, stopping where your casing begins. Sew the
sides using a ¼" seam, stopping right where your
casing begins.
6. Cut 2 pieces of ribbon or cording to desired length. We
recommend a length that is double the width of your
bag, with an additional 8" for knotting. Put a safety pin
through the ribbon or cord. If it is something that frays
easily, wrap it with a little tape before inserting the
safety pin. To make it easy to pass through the casing,
use the biggest safety pin that will fit through your
casing easily.
7. Using the safety pin to hold on to, thread your
drawstring into the casing, passing it along inch by
inch. Go in one side, through to the other side, and
come out where you started.
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8. Do the same with the other ribbon, but start on the
opposite side this time. When you are done, you’ll have
the picture to the right.
9. Tie a simple knot to secure your drawstring by holding
the two ends of one string even, forming a loop in the
ribbon and pulling the end through. You can make the
knot quite close to the bag. Repeat on the other side.

10. Cut the ends of your ribbon off even, an inch from your
knot -- or closer/further depending on what you want. If
your drawstring ribbon or cord might fray, dab it with a
little craft glue (like Tacky Glue®) or fray stopping liquid
(such as Stop Fray®) and let it dry.

Please Note: This bag will have exposed, unfinished seams
on the inside. You are welcome to finish the inside seams
with a zig-zag stitch or serger to make the bag sturdier,
but this is not required.
Smile Bags must be empty when shipped.
We have a group of volunteers at Operation Smile
Headquarters that will pack them when they arrive. If you
are also collecting supplies, please place like items in
separate plastic grocery or zip top bags to be properly
sorted upon arrival. For example, place all shampoo in one
plastic bag, all soap in another, and so on.
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MEDICAL RECORDS SUPPLY LIST
Priority Level: MEDIUM
Operation Smile medical professionals provide healthcare assessments to determine which children can
safely undergo surgery. We bring everything we need to help with our screenings – from pens to staplers,
and many other items that may be unavailable while at the medical mission site. These donated items will
help us serve more children around the world.
Unless otherwise noted, we request new, unused items to ensure we are sending reliable supplies into the
field.
We are currently in need of the following high-priority items:










Hole punch (2-hole – New or used)
Staplers (25 sheet capacity – New or used)
Staples (standard)
Pencils (No. 2 or mechanical styles)
Permanent markers, black
Ink pens (blue and black)
Sticky/Post-It Notes (3”x3” – any color)
Legal pads
Black foam ink pad or fingerprint pad

Additional needs:














Letter size clipboards (new or used)
Highlighters
Markers (multi-color, 10-12 pack)
Masking tape (1")
Pencil sharpeners (new or used)
Rubber bands (large)
Scissors (new or used)
Staple removers (new or used)
Tape dispensers (Scotch® Brand or similar)
Invisible tape rolls
White-out® correction fluid/pen/tape
Rulers (new or used)
Binder clips (medium – new or used)
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SMILE SPLINTS
Priority Level: MEDIUM
(Formerly No-No Armbands)
Smile Splints (formerly No-No Armbands) help to keep our cleft palate patients from pulling at their stitches
in the crucial 24 hours following surgery. These comfortable splints are placed on the elbow of the patient,
and the tongue depressors inside keep the patient from bending either arm and touching their face or
stitches.
Donations of boxes of adult tongue depressors or jumbo wood craft sticks (must be 6” long and ¾” wide)
are needed and can be sent along with the arm bands.
To request a copy of this pattern, or if you have any other questions, please contact us at
1-877-240-7196, communityrelations@operationsmile.org.
Materials







Note:


½ yard of light weight fabric
66" of hem tape or grosgrain ribbon
Shears or scissors
Sewing machine
Thread
Sewing pins
Tongue depressors (to insert as splint)
Please use cotton, cotton/blend
materials in fun bright colors and prints. We cannot accept religious, war or gun themed
prints.

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Cut a 10" x 15" fabric rectangle according to the pattern.
Hem or serge to create a ½ ” finished edge on all sides of the arm band.
Fold up 5" and pin in place.
Across the fold, mark 9, 1” deep pockets to hold tongue depressors.
Stitch the length of each pocket.
Cut 3, 22” lengths of ribbon or hemming tape.
Fold tie in half, and pin to one side of the arm band, equal distance apart.
At the center point where pinned to the arm band, stitch ribbon in place.
If you would like to insert tongue depressors/jumbo craft sticks, please insure there is a stick
in the farthest end slots, and then one in every other spot (please note the photo above for
reference).

Please Note: Popsicle size sticks (4.5” long, 3/8” wide) are not acceptable for Smile Splints.
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GENERAL SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
When you are ready to ship these items, please complete and submit the Service Project Inventory
Sheet to accurately record your efforts. We recommend that you collect donations or work with a
local business to cover the cost of packaging and shipping the supplies to Operation Smile.
Please complete the following information:
Date
Contact Person & Title
Club Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
Cell/Alternate Phone
Email
An email will be sent to confirm receipt of your donation.
If you are sending more than one package, please use a separate form for each package and include
only the contents of that package. Place the inventory sheet on top of the contents. Please use
multiple sheets if necessary.
Thank you for helping to change a child’s life by sharing your time, talent and resources.
To receive full credit for your club, please complete and enclose this form at the top of each box and
send to:

Operation Smile
ATTN: Warehouse/Service Projects
3641 Faculty Boulevard
Virginia Beach, VA USA 23453
Please contact us at 1-877-240-7196, or by email at communityrelations@operationsmile.org.

SERVICE PROJECTS INVENTORY FORM
ITEM

QTY.

VALUE

SUBTOTAL

ITEM

CHILD LIFE THERAPY SUPPLIES

QTY.

VALUE

SMILE BAG SUPPLIES

Baby rattles (each)

$3

Shampoo hotel/travel

Stacking toys (set)

$5

Small comb

$0.50

Wood/Plastic/Plush blocks

$5

Wash cloth

$0.50

Soft foam/rubber balls

$2

Soap (bars) hotel/travel

$0.50

Toy Medical Kit

$10

Toothpaste - travel

$1

“Little People” figures (ea)

$2

Child-size toothbrush

$1

Baby Dolls (each)

$5

Small stuffed animal

$1

Pull-along toys (each)

$8

8 or 10 pack of crayons

$1

See-n-Say toys (each)

$10

Matchbox cars (each)

$1

Coloring Books (thin)
$1
MEDICAL RECORDS SUPPLIES

Basketball hoop (ea)

$5

2 Hole Punch

$5

Barbie style dolls (ea)

$5

Stapler

$10

Jewelry/craft kit (set)

$5

Staples per pack

$1

Liquid Bubbles (each)

$0.50

Pencils (No. 2) (per 12)

$1

$1

Activity/Coloring book (ea)

$1

Pens (per 8)

$1

Bowling/Ring toss (set)

$10

Sticky Notes (per 5)

$1

Building blocks med. (set)

$10

Legal Pads (each)

Glitter Tube Wand (ea)

$2

Ink Pads

$5

Sidewalk chalk (pack)

$3

Clipboards

$1

Blow-up balls (ea)

$1

Marker/Highlighter (pack)

$1

Crayons (pack)

$1

Tape dispensers

$5

Markers (pack)

$1

Binder clips (per pack)

$1

Construction paper (pack)

$1

Art/easel paper (per roll)

$5

Other (each/pack)
$1
HANDMADE SUPPLIES

Stickers (per sheet)

$0.10

$0.75

Children’s Hospital Gowns

$5

Masking/Scotch tape (ea)

$1

Blankets/Quilts/Afghans

$10

Foam/Carpet Play Mat

$10

Smile Bags

$2

Large sheet

$5

Smile Splints

$2

Sanitizing wipes (ea)

$1
Sub-Total

SUBTOTAL

Tongue Depressors (100)

$3
Sub-Total

TOTAL VALUE: $

*Please Note: If you do not see the items you want to donate listed above, and they are not included
in this Service Project request list, please contact Operation Smile before you ship!
Phone: 1-877-240-7196 | Email Address: communityrelations@operationsmile.org

